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          Product: PDFTRON

Product Version: 9.2.3

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

When i add some annotation to image and then i click to save then image  has not saved.

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

I called this function

saveDocument(e_ptlinearized) { saved in

if saved {

completion?()

} else {

ORAPDFTronLogger.e(“Failed save the document”)

}

}

Please guide us how to proceed.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    How to show text using PTPDFDoc
                    


                    How to set value/text to textfield. Pdf doc is open using PTDocumentController
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	IOS PDF Library
	
Saving documents on iOS - Saving modes - Save incrementally (INCREMENTAL)
	Convert MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) to PDF on iOS - Additional font resources - User-provided .docx resource document (optional)
	Open & stream PDF from URL on iOS - Make a linearized PDF document

APIs:	PTSaveOptions - e_ptlinearized
	PTVerificationOptionsTimeMode - e_pttimestamp
	PTTextJustification - e_ptcentered

Forums:	Unable to turn off Apple pencil input on PDF file when PTPan tool is selected
	How can we set accessibility for tools
	Stamp not showing up after document save
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          Hello there,

I have created a ticket on our Customer Support Portal for this issue.
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